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Abstract—Detecting the shape of the non-rigid molten metal during welding, so-called weld pool visual sensing, is one of the central tasks for automating arc welding processes. It is challenging due to the strong interference of the high-intensity arc light and spatters as well as the lack of robust approaches to detect and represent the shape of the nonrigid weld pool. We propose a solution using active contours including an prior for the weld pool boundary composition. Also, we apply AdaBoost to select a small set of features that captures the relevant information. The proposed method is applied to weld pool tracking and the presented results verified its feasibility.

Note to Practitioners—Welding quality is highly dependent on the human welder’s experiences and skills in the gas tungsten arc welding process. In particular, detecting the shape of the nonrigid molten metal during welding plays an important role in improving the welding quality since it provides a prime feedback mechanism for welding control. However, this is a challenging task due to a number of reasons, e.g., strong interference and changing working environment. Applying classical image processing algorithms directly, such as active contour models (ACM), cannot guarantee satisfactory performance due to the above-mentioned reasons. Actually, in practice, ACM more often than not failed to capture the welding pool boundary. In this work, we integrate an application-dependent prior to the definition of the energy functional of a traditional ACM, thus allowing us to use machine learning techniques to improve the performance of traditional ACM. In density estimation of the prior, AdaBoost is utilized to select features that are most suitable for Gaussian Bayesian classifiers to differentiate wanted boundaries and unwanted ones (e.g., spurious boundaries caused by interfering noise). The proposed approach improves the performance of the traditional ACM and captures the boundary of the welding pool successfully. It can also be generalized to other applications that need to integrate application-dependent priors to enhance classical methods, which may otherwise be not applicable in real-world implementations.

Index Terms—Active contours, AdaBoost, machine vision, welding automation, weld pool tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION

In modern industry, welding plays an important role for joining materials, and arc welding has been the dominant process for many years. The majority of arc welding is still being made manually, and the need for automating the arc welding process has become more intensive. The productivity of the manual welding is low, and its quality varies significantly from person to person. Also, the by-products generated during the welding process such as airborne particles and gases, the high-intensity light, and the heat are unhealthy for human welders.

Visual information on the weld pool is hard to acquire because of the interference of the extremely high-intensity arc light. Use of auxiliary light sources to illuminate the weld pool regions and to suppress the arc light has also been investigated[1] [2], [29]. Solutions using 2-D or 3-D structured light have been proposed in [33], [35]–[39], [51], and [54]–[56]. For instance, Liu et al. proposed to use a 3-D structure light weld pool sensing solution for real-time weld pool and penetration control and showed promising results. In [50], a real-time top-face vision system for controlling the weld pool size was proposed. In [57], Wu et al. proposed a weld pool monitoring solution using a low-cost CCD camera for constant-current gas tungsten arc welding. In [46], Shen et al. presents a passive vision system for both seam tracking and weld pool control in square-wave alternating current gas tungsten arc welding. Very recently, Shi et al. presents an innovative laser-vision-based sensing method to measure the weld pool oscillation frequency in GTAW-P in [47]. A detailed review of vision-based sensing may be found in [53].

In this paper, we present our work on developing a passive vision system which is only equipped with a single off-the-shelf CCD camera and optical filters yet capable of extracting relevant information, e.g., weld pool shapes, for closed-loop control and on-line quality inspection of the welding process.

As shown in Fig. 1(a), a typical frame of the weld pool captured during welding consists of several different regions, including the weld pool, arc light, welding wire, workpiece as well...
as some reflection of arc light on the workpiece, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). Fig. 1(b) shows the edge image obtained by applying a Canny edge detector. Different regions appearing in the weld pool image. The red arrow indicates the welding direction. (d) Manually annotation of different edges. The true weld pool boundary is composed of the green curve and the yellow curve.

Fig. 1. Different edges in a typical weld pool image captured during welding. (a) A typical weld pool image. (b) The edges obtained by applying Canny edge detector. (c) Different regions appearing in the weld pool image. The red arrow indicates the welding direction. (d) Manually annotation of different edges. The true weld pool boundary is composed of the green curve and the yellow curve.

To identity the boundaries correctly, prior information is needed. In [45] a model-based approach for detecting liquid droplets in laser-enhanced gas metal arc welding (GMAW) is proposed. Here the droplet shape was used as a prior.

We propose a prior characterizing the different weld pool areas and the contours separating them. This will be used in an active contour setting and applied in weld pool boundary tracking. Our method applies a naive Bayesian classifier with a generative probabilistic model representing the application-dependent prior. Also, we employ a feature selective AdaBoost to select a subset of sufficient features to characterize the different boundary types. As a result, the speed of the active contours is greatly boosted.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section II, existing works related to active contours are discussed. In Section III, the framework of feature selective AdaBoost active contours is presented. In Section IV, feature selective Adaboost based active contour is applied to the real-world application of weld pool visual sensing in automatic arc welding. In Section V, the experiments are presented and the results are discussed. Finally, a conclusion is made with some future work discussed in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

Active contours, also referred to as deformable models, have been extensively studied for years and found numerous applications such as image segmentation, visual tracking [30], [58], [59] and many other areas. Active contours provide an elegant framework to incorporate prior knowledge.

Active contours may be formulated as a minimization problem of an energy functional. The basic framework is first introduced by Kass et al. in [30] as

$$E(C) = \int_0^1 \left( \alpha \left| \frac{dC}{ds} \right|^2 + \beta \left| \frac{d^2C}{ds^2} \right|^2 + E_{\text{image}} + E_{\text{con}} + E_{\text{prior}} \right) ds. \tag{1}$$

The first two terms constitute so-called internal forces and are related to the characteristic of the curve itself. The effect of minimizing these two terms is to regulate or smooth the curve during evolution. The third term is an image dependent term which drives the curve to the desired boundary of the object. Often this term is defined as a function of the gradient magnitude such that the curve will be attracted to the high-gradient boundary in the image as follows:

$$E_{\text{image}}(I) = g(\nabla I) \tag{2}$$

where $g$ is a monotonically decreasing function and $I$ denotes the intensity of the image. The last two terms $E_{\text{con}}$ and $E_{\text{prior}}$ of (1) represents the external constraint forces and the application-dependent prior. We will later describe how these terms may be formulated.

Minimizing (1) may be challenging because it may have many local minima. Therefore, the solution may be sensitive to the initializalization. In [19], [52] statistical optimizers like simulated annealing have been applied to improve convergence. Such methods are computationally heavy, yet they do not guarantee finding the global minimum. In [4], [17], [25], and [60], graph cut techniques are used to achieve a fast and global minimization of the energy functionals. The limitation here is that not all energy functionals are graph-representable, i.e., some of them cannot be minimized by graph cut [32].

The first two terms constitute so-called internal forces and are related to the characteristic of the curve itself. The effect of minimizing these two terms is to regulate or smooth the curve during evolution. The third term is an image dependent term which drives the curve to the desired boundary of the object. Often this term is defined as a function of the gradient magnitude such that the curve will be attracted to the high-gradient boundary in the image as follows:

$$E_{\text{image}}(I) = g(\nabla I) \tag{2}$$

where $g$ is a monotonically decreasing function and $I$ denotes the intensity of the image. The last two terms $E_{\text{con}}$ and $E_{\text{prior}}$ of (1) represents the external constraint forces and the application-dependent prior. We will later describe how these terms may be formulated.

Minimizing (1) may be challenging because it may have many local minima. Therefore, the solution may be sensitive to the initialization. In [19], [52] statistical optimizers like simulated annealing have been applied to improve convergence. Such methods are computationally heavy, yet they do not guarantee finding the global minimum. In [4], [17], [25], and [60], graph cut techniques are used to achieve a fast and global minimization of the energy functionals. The limitation here is that not all energy functionals are graph-representable, i.e., some of them cannot be minimized by graph cut [32].
The image-dependent energy term $E_{\text{image}}$ may be defined from the intensity gradient magnitude as in (2), but may also be defined by any other feature [12], [13]. One pioneer work is due to Chan and Vese in [13], where a region-based energy functional is proposed. Instead of modeling the edges (as sharp transition of intensity), it models different regions in terms of intensity and regards the boundary as the transition between different regions. Similar idea was also proposed in [62].

More recently, much effort has been made to improve the performance of region-based active contours. Basically there are two directions for improvement which deal with the limitations of the original Chan–Vese model. The first one is to employ more complicated and flexible probabilistic region models [3], [10], [20], [22], [28], [40]. Another direction is to use texture features [40], [42], [43] to detect the texture-induced edges.

Finally, boundary and region based techniques may be combined [9], [41], [43], [62]. This framework is particularly important in cases like the one shown in Fig. 1, when the desired boundary of the object is a mixture of different kinds of boundaries.

In addition to prior terms $E_{\text{Prior}}$ defined by intensity [40], [42], [62], texture, or other image features, priors may alternatively be defined by knowledge on the shape of the final contour [7], [14], [18], [24]. Such knowledge may be built from expert annotations and may include statistics on shape variability. This approach also is relevant when occlusion may occur [16], [23], [44], [61].

In this work, we propose to use AdaBoost to select the features that best define the borders between the segments of the weld pool images. The next subsections briefly introduce the feature selective AdaBoost and discusses how to model the prior knowledge.

III. BOOSTING ACTIVE CONTOURS

The AdaBoost algorithm was first proposed by Freund and Schapire [21]. The idea is that we can train a series of weak classifiers sequentially and combine them linearly to obtain a strong classifier. Since its invention, feature selective AdaBoost is one of the very successful variants which aims at performing dimension reduction in feature space when building probabilistic models [48].

In the original AdaBoost, all samples are represented in the same feature space. At each iteration, we change the weight of each individual sample using the associated training error so that the new weak classifier concentrates more on the samples that were misclassified in the previous step. In some cases, the dimension of the feature space where samples are situated in may be very high and this slows down the online classification process. It is therefore natural to consider performing dimension reduction, i.e., feature selection before or when building a probabilistic models. In the feature-selective AdaBoost, at each iteration, a new weak classifier is trained for each feature and the weak classifier which has the minimal weighted error is then selected. The feature that is associated with the optimal weak classifier may also be regarded as the best feature carrying discriminating information for the correction of the previous mis-classification in the current step.

The two-class AdaBoost can be generalized to multi-class classifiers by means of one-versus-one strategy. For $k$-class classification, $k(k-1)/2$ binary classifiers are trained and then combined [5].

Assume that there are a group of well-defined boundaries $\{B_1, B_2, \ldots, B_K\}$ in the image. Depending on the application, only a few of them are considered as the desired ones. In general, the model of the prior can take the form of

$$p_{\text{prior}}(x) = \begin{cases} P(x \in B_k), & \text{if } x \in B_k \text{ and } B_k \in B^+ \\ 0, & \text{if } x \in B_k \text{ and } B_k \in B^- \end{cases}$$

(3)

where $B^+ = \bigcup_{k} B_k^+$ stands for the union of all of the desired boundaries, $B = \bigcup_{k} B_k^-$ stands for the union of the remaining boundaries. The core idea of (3) is that a probabilistic model is learned for each class and that we penalize the undesired classes and keep the desired ones. Then the major task is to build the probabilistic model for each class by using supervised learning methods.

Often, the intensity or gradient alone does not contain sufficient information to separate the classes. More features are needed. On the other hand, using many features increases the processing time and make the corresponding probabilistic models complex. We propose to use feature selective AdaBoost to select a subset of the features and construct the probabilistic models only based on this subset.

There are two immediate mechanisms for constructing multi-class membership probabilities. The first mechanism is to couple the pairwise estimates of the binary classifiers [27]. The second scheme, which we have used in this work, is to construct a single Bayesian classifier based on the union of all selected features, i.e., $\bigcup_{k=1}^K F_{kl}$, instead of coupling all of the binary classifiers. More specifically, by using feature selective AdaBoost, we can obtain a set of crucial features

$$\bigcup_{k,l=1}^K F_{kl} = \left\{ f_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, W \right\}$$

(4)

and corresponding class-conditional distributions

$$P(f_i\mid B_k), i = 1, 2, \ldots, W, k = 1, 2, \ldots, K$$

(5)

where $W$ is the total number of the selected crucial features. We can establish a naive Bayes classifier as follows:

$$k^*(x) = \arg\max_k \left\{ P(x \in B_k) \right\}$$

(6)

$$= \arg\max_k \left\{ P(B_k, f_1, \ldots, f_W) \right\}$$

(7)

$$= \arg\max_k \left\{ \log p(f_1, \ldots, f_W | B_k) + \log p(B_k) \right\}$$

(8)

$$= \arg\max_k \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^W \log p(f_i | B_k) + \log p(B_k) \right\}$$

(9)

where $x = (f_1, \ldots, f_W)$.

It is worth noting that the reasons we choose naive Bayes over other classification methods are: 1) implementation of a naive Bayes is rather easy and training can be done by calculating
Fig. 2. All pixels are classified into four groups: $B_1, B_2, B_3, B_4$. $B_1$ represents the boundary points being between the weld pool region and the background, marked in green. $B_2$ represents the boundary points being between the arc light region and the background, marked in blue. $B_3$ represents the boundary points being between the weld pool region and the arc light region, marked in red. $B_4$ represents the non-boundary points and was not shown in this figure.

closed-form equations and 2) in a naive Bayes, features are assumed to be independent. The decoupling of the features allows us to further investigate how each selected feature contributes to the overall classification so that simplification or improvement of the classifier becomes possible.

Please notice that, for both of the schemes, we may lose a small amount of accuracy in the final probabilistic models. In the first scheme, errors are introduced when solving the over-constrained problem. In the second scheme, we reestablish a new classifier, instead of the strong classifier learned by AdaBoost. This may cause the loss of accuracy. This is acceptable because a "suboptimal" classifier often would be sufficiently good for driving an active contour.

IV. WELD POOL VISUAL SENSING USING ADABOOST-BASED ACTIVE CONTOURS

This section presents the details of applying the proposed AdaBoost-based active contours to weld pool visual tracking in automatic arc welding.

A. Boundary-Based Energy Term With Application-Dependent Prior Using AdaBoost

In a typical weld pool image, all pixels can be classified into four categories $B_1$, $B_2$, $B_3$, $B_4$ as follows.

- $B_1$: the boundary between the weld pool region and the background, marked in green in Fig. 2.
- $B_2$: the boundary between the arc light region and the background, marked in blue in Fig. 2.
- $B_3$: the boundary between the weld pool region and the arc light region, marked in red in Fig. 2.
- $B_4$: the nonboundary points.

The boundary points $B_1 \cup B_2 \cup B_3$ are defined as all of the edge points detected by Canny edge detectors and their immediate neighbors. In practice, this can be done using Canny edge detection followed by a morphological dilation. In doing so, we can benefit from the advantages of conventional local edge detectors[15].

The desired boundary that we refer to as weld pool boundary is composed of two classes $B_1$ and $B_2$. This boundary preference information is regarded as what we called application-dependent prior. Following the AdaBoost approach described in Section III, we can build a probabilistic model for each class based upon a few well-selected features.

In order to manipulate the pixel information to build the statistical model, the pixels should be characterized in some way. In our application, we propose to use the following features to describe each pixel, i.e.,

$$F(x) = (f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_{M+4}) - (x, y, I(x), ||\nabla I(x)||, f^H_1, \ldots, f^H_M)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

where $x$ and $y$ denote the position of the pixel, $I(x)$ denotes the intensity, $||\nabla I(x)||$ denotes the magnitude of the gradient at the pixel, and $f^H_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, M$ denote Haralick features calculated at $x$; see [26].

A series of frames are first manually segmented and labeled. Then, following the AdaBoost approach described in Section III, Gaussian Bayesian classifiers are trained to separate each pair of the classes. Fig. 3 shows the misclassification rate against the numbers of the weak classifiers. More classifiers, hence more features selected generally increases the accuracy of classification. On the other hand, a balance must be reached between the accuracy and the amount of features used. It is preferable to use fewer features as long as certain accuracy can be reached. By analyzing the results of AdaBoost, it is found that even as few as two features can reach sufficiently accurate classification in our application. These two crucial features are intensity and the Haralick feature Contrast. Fig. 4 shows these two features on one typical frame. One feature is intensity which separates the class $B_1$ and $B_2$, as well as $B_1$ and $B_3$. Another one is called Contrast which is crucial for separating the class $B_2$ from $B_3$. These results generated by AdaBoost agree with our experimental observations very well.

Fig. 5 shows graphically how boundary pixels distributed in the space spanned by these two features. It can be observed that it is possible to distinguish the pixels belonging to different boundary classes. In fact, based upon these two crucial features,
a naive Bayes classifier can be constructed. The probabilistic models are given as

\[
\{ u_k(x) = P(x \in B_k), \quad k = 1, 2, 3 \}.
\]

The probability that a pixel \( x \) is situated on the true desired boundary is then obtained by

\[
p_{\text{app}}(x) = \begin{cases} 
\Psi(u_1(x), u_2(x)), & \text{if } x \in B_1 \cup B_2, \\
0, & \text{if } x \in B_3 \cup B_4
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \Psi \) stands for the methods for constructing a probability such as max(·). The key idea is that we penalize the pixels in the classes \( B_3 \) and \( B_4 \) much heavier than the pixels in the classes \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \). Then, this penalization can be related to a probability distribution such as Gibbs distribution as in Markov random field [5]. Inspired by the work on geodesic active regions [43], we define the boundary-based energy functional as follows:

\[
E_{\text{boundary}} = \int_0^1 g(p_{\text{app}}(x(s))) \dot{x}(s) \, ds
\]

where \( g(\cdot) \) is a monotonically decreasing function, for example,

\[
g(x) = \frac{1}{1 + x^p}, \quad p = 1 \text{ or } 2.
\]

B. Region-Based Energy Term

Using the boundary-based force defined above, the active contour will be attracted by the correct boundaries. However, the capture range of this force is small, i.e., the contour has to be close enough to the boundaries to make the force take effect. This makes the initialization very critical but difficult, especially in a fully automated system such as in our application. Therefore, enlarging the capture range of the active contour is important. The capture range is also related to the convexity of the energy functional discussed in Section II. Roughly speaking, the capture range is the subregion of the entire image where the energy functional is convex. If the energy functional is designed properly, i.e., being convex in a large subregion of the image, the initialization will become much easier. Existing techniques for enlarging the capture range include adding an extra inflating force [15], gradient vector flow [58] and region-based techniques [13], [43], [62]. In our application, we employ region-based techniques to both enlarge the capture range and enhance the ability to capture boundaries.

Suppose that we are dealing with binary segmentation problem. The entire image is separated into two regions, denoted as \( \Omega_{\text{in}} \) and \( \Omega_{\text{out}} \), and the boundary \( C \). In each of the regions \( \Omega_{\text{in}} \) and \( \Omega_{\text{out}} \), we further assume that the intensity \( I(x) \) at each pixel, considered as a random variable, is independently and identically distributed, denoted as \( p_{\text{in}} \) and \( p_{\text{out}} \), respectively. The likelihood of the whole image given the segmentation \( C \) is computed by

\[
P(I \mid C) = \prod_{x \in \Omega_{\text{in}}} p_{\text{in}}(I(x)) \cdot C^x \prod_{x \in \Omega_{\text{out}}} p_{\text{out}}(I(x))^x. \tag{15}
\]

To maximize this likelihood is equivalent to minimizing its negative logarithm. Then, we have

\[
E_{\text{region}} = -\int_{\Omega_{\text{in}}} \log p_{\text{in}}(I(x)) \, dx - \int_{\Omega_{\text{out}}} \log p_{\text{out}}(I(x)) \, dx
\]

\[
- \int_{\Omega_{\text{in}}} \log p_{\text{in}}(I(x))^x \, dx + \int_{\Omega_{\text{out}}} \log p_{\text{out}}(I(x))^x \, dx.
\]

Note that the constant term has been eliminated from the above equations since it does not affect the minima of the energy functional.

The problem now is to model and estimate the intensity distributions over different regions \( p_{\text{in}}(I(x)) \) and \( p_{\text{out}}(I(x)) \).  

1) Modeling Weld Pool Images Statistically: To investigate the histograms of different regions, we manually segment the weld pool images into the foreground and the background and compute the histograms respectively.

The Euclidean distances between two histograms are computed and presented as a distance matrix, see Fig. 6. The first 15 rows or columns are foreground histograms, the rest are background histograms. The similarity within one group and the dissimilarity between two groups can be easily observed in this distance matrix. This observation shows that the overlap between the histograms of the foregrounds and the backgrounds is small.
Fig. 6. Euclidean distances between each two histograms are computed and presented as a distance matrix. The first 17 rows or columns are foreground histograms, the rest are background histograms. The similarity within one group and the dissimilarity between the groups can be easily observed in this distance matrix.

It is actually possible to use the histogram as the model of each region to drive active contours, using the approach proposed in [11]. In addition, considering that there are actually two different light sources, the arc and the weld pool, existing in our application, we propose to employ Gaussian mixture models to model the intensity distributions of the foreground and background regions.

The Gaussian mixture models are commonly used parametric modeling tools for density estimation [5]. The Gaussian mixtures are constructed as a linear superposition of Gaussian components in the form

$$p(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \pi_i \mathcal{N}(\mu_i, \Sigma_i)$$  

where \(N\) is the number of the Gaussian components. \(\pi_i, i=1,\ldots, N\) are the mixing coefficients which satisfies that

$$0 \leq \pi_i \leq 1, \quad \sum_{i=1}^{N} \pi_i = 1.$$  

Typically, the parameters of the models are estimated in terms of maximum likelihood using Expectation Maximization (EM) [5].

In our application, the number of the Gaussian components was selected as 2 because of the two kinds of light sources, namely the arc and the weld pool. This leads to the mixture of Gaussian model in the form

$$I(x, y) \sim \pi_1 \mathcal{N}(\mu_1, \Sigma_1) + \pi_2 \mathcal{N}(\mu_2, \Sigma_2).$$

Both the foreground and background regions are modeled as Gaussian mixture models. The trained models are presented in Fig. 7 where the two components of the Gaussian mixture models of the weld pool region are shown. One component situated its center as 81.5 which corresponds to the molten pool light source, the other one 254.45 corresponding to the arc light source. This is consistent with our observation. The mixing coefficient 0.6961 reflects the proportion between the area of the molten pool and the arc light.

C. Unifying Region and Boundary-Based Information

The total energy incorporating both the boundary and the region based information is then defined by

$$E = \eta E_{\text{boundary}} + \gamma E_{\text{region}}$$

$$- \eta \int \mathcal{M}(p_b(x)) |\mathbf{x}(s)| ds - \gamma \int_{\Gamma_{\text{int}}} \log \frac{p_{\text{int}}(I(x))}{p_{\text{out}}(I(x))} d\mathbf{x}. $$

The first term is the boundary-based force where the boundary classification information is incorporated. The second term is the region-based force where the region classification information is incorporated. To balance the contributions of these two terms to the curve evolution, we introduce the weights, \(\eta\) and \(\gamma\).

The reason that parametric representation, instead of geometric representation of active contours is chosen for this application is two fold. First, the most significant advantage of geometric representation or level set method is that it can handle topological changes conveniently. However, because topological changes do not exist in this application, and also because typically parametric implementation is much faster than level set methods, it is preferable to use parametric representation here. Minimizing the above energy functional by gradient descent leads to the following Euler-Lagrange equation:

$$\frac{\partial x(t)}{\partial t} - \eta \left\{ \mathcal{G}(p_b(x)) x - \nabla \mathcal{G}(p_b(x)) \cdot \mathbf{n} \right\} \mathbf{n} - \gamma \log \frac{p_{\text{int}}(I(x))}{p_{\text{out}}(I(x))} \mathbf{n} = \frac{\partial x(t)}{\partial t} - \eta \left\{ \mathcal{G}(p_b(x)) x - \nabla \mathcal{G}(p_b(x)) \cdot \mathbf{n} \right\} \mathbf{n} - \gamma \log \frac{p_{\text{int}}(I(x))}{p_{\text{out}}(I(x))} \mathbf{n}$$

(21)
where \( \kappa \) denotes the curvature of the curve at the point \( \mathbf{x} \). \( \mathbf{n} \) denotes the unit normal vector.

By expanding (21), we obtain the following equation:

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{x}(t)}{\partial t} = \eta_1 g(p_b(\mathbf{x})) \mathbf{n} \mathbf{n} - \eta_2 (\nabla g(p_b(\mathbf{x}))) \mathbf{n} \mathbf{n} - \gamma \log \frac{p_n(I(x))}{p_{out}(I(x))} \mathbf{n} \mathbf{n},
\]

(22)

Note that the first term involves both the curvature \( \kappa \) of the curve and the boundary-based potential \( g(p_b(\mathbf{x})) \). Roughly speaking, it serves as an internal force in a Riemannian manifold and is therefore referred to as geodesic internal force. The second term is nothing but the project of the boundary-based force vector onto the normal direction. The third term is the region-based force. Note that the weight \( \eta_1 \) is replaced by two weights \( \eta_1 \) and \( \eta_2 \) to further balance the first two terms. It can be seen that this is consistent with the general framework of active contours as shown in (1). In practice, the weights were carefully determined by trial and error. If necessary, we can replace the geodesic internal force with the Euclidean internal force as shown in (1). In numerical implementation, the (22) is discretized using the finite difference method and solved iteratively [30], [34].

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Here, we shall discuss the experimental works for validating the proposed approach. In addition to implementing the evolving equation in (22), we made two small modifications as follows.

1) After a number of iterations using both region-based and boundary-based information, we remove the region-based information and allow the boundary-based information to take effect only. Doing this can help better capture the small details of the weld pool boundary.

2) One more force called anchor force is added to facilitate active contours to form the U shape where the wire is located. The idea is that in our application the camera is fixed relative to the welding torch. The position of the torch tip in the image is therefore fixed. We put an extra constraint that if the control points of the active contour are close enough to the anchor, they will be captured by the anchor and stop moving.

It is noted that the welding wire boundary is also important for automating the arc welding process and therefore extracted by the algorithm as well. But when the temporal-spatial errors are computed, as will be defined in Section V-C, the welding wire boundary is excluded because the boundary of the wire is not of essential interest in identifying the boundary of the weld pool.

A. Experiment Setup

Fig. 8 shows the experiment platform which consists of a CCD camera the speed of which is up to 90 fps equipped with an optical filter, a manipulator and a welding machine. The optical filter was carefully selected by analyzing the spectrum of the lights emitting during welding. With the help of the optical filter and online control of the camera parameters, the interference of the arc light was partially suppressed and relatively good weld pool images were captured. The captured raw images are 8-bit grayscale images of size around 700 \( \times \) 500 pixels. A pre-processing program developed for the whole system including both seam tracking and weld pool sensing is responsible for cropping out the weld pool region which is typically 200 \( \times \) 200 pixels.

B. Evaluation Criteria

As the weld pool shape may change a lot from frame to frame and in different experiments, an uniform ground truth does not exist. The evaluation of the accuracy of the proposed algorithms therefore mostly relies on the welding expert inspection. On the other hand, to quantitatively measure the performance of a weld pool boundary tracking algorithm, a reference boundary for each frame is manually marked by segmenting the weld pool boundary based on welding experts inspection. This serves as a quantitative measurement of the accuracy of an algorithm based on welding expert inspection. The detailed discussions of marking and comparing weld pool boundaries are presented in Section V-C.

It is worthwhile to note that even though we still refer to a reference boundary as a ground truth, it is in fact a quantitative representation of welding experts inspection, not the true weld pool boundary. The boundary extracted by algorithms can be more accurate than the one extracted by welding experts especially when the boundary is visually weak. In addition, it is important to point out that the weld pool boundary can be vague in some frames and the transition region may span up to more than ten pixels, see Fig. 9. Therefore, as long as the error in pixel is less than, say ten pixels, we still think that the weld pool tracking algorithm agrees well with the human experts inspection.

Two different experiments have been conducted and used for the evaluation of the proposed weld pool tracking algorithm based on AdaBoost-based active contour. The important details of these two experiments are listed here.

1) Experiment 1. The first experiment was made as a root path short-circuit GMAW on a narrow v-groove seam. The torch approximately followed the center line of the seam.
without oscillation. The characteristics of the weld pool images are as follows. First, the weld pool is almost symmetrical and slowly changed from frame to frame. Second, strong arc light exists above the weld pool region.

2) Experiment 2. The second experiment was again made as a root path short-circuit GMAW on a narrow v-groove seam, but in this case the path of the torch was a little away from the center line and biased to one side. The consequence is that the arc is generated and the weld pool is deposited on one side of the seam. Appearing on the images, the weld pool is asymmetrical.

In both experiments, the same parameters have been used. The wire-feed speed is 5.5 m/min. The wire diameter is 1.0 mm. The welding voltage is 17.5 V. The shielding gas is Argon(82%)/CO2(18%). Here we shall make a very brief introduction to the Gas Metal Arc Welding process. During short-circuit GMAW, the metal wire tip touches the weld pool or the plate to form a short circuit which then causes very strong arc light and a large amount of heat. The tip would then be melted down and drop into the weld pool. The arc light would then vanish. This process is repeated dozens of times per second. Due to this periodic characteristic, we could do the quantitative comparison on the frames which cover a few periods and capture variations of the weld pool shape and arc light.

C. Setting the Ground Truth: Manual Segmentation of Weld Pools

To quantitatively measure the performance of the proposed approach compared to welding experts inspection, we shall manually segment the weld pool boundaries. Here, we discuss this quantitative measurement, i.e., how to compare a weld pool extracted by the proposed approach with the corresponding ground truth, the manually segmented shape.

In essence, the evaluation is based on comparison between shapes. A common technique for shape comparison is so-called Procrustes analysis [31]. In general, shape comparison relies on two key elements. First, a certain adjustment, so called shape alignment, must be performed to eliminate the shape difference caused by interfering factors such as the placement in space and the size of the shapes. Second, a certain metric must be defined properly to capture the shape difference, such as Procrustes distance. Mathematically, shape comparison can be expressed as follows:

\[ |X - X_C|_{\psi} - \psi(\Gamma(X), \Gamma(X_C)) \] (23)

where \(X_C\) stands for the manually segmented shape. \(\psi(\cdot)\) or \(|\cdot|_{\psi}\) denotes a certain metric. \(\Gamma\) denotes all allowed transformation of the shapes such as translation, rotation, reflection and uniform scaling.

It is worth pointing out that the metric \(\psi\) can be selected very broadly. If we consider a curve as a function, any functional that satisfies the conditions required for being a distance is possible. However, if we, as in many shape analysis literatures, think of a shape as a set of special points, so called landmarks, it is natural to measure the shape difference on all the landmarks. The landmarks are special in the sense that they can characterize a shape somehow. For instance, if we describe the shape of a desk, possible landmarks are the corners. By linking all these corners, we will have a sketch of a desk. All of the statistical measurement can be performed on these landmarks. Using landmarks is very common in shape analysis of rigid objects [49].

However, the weld pool in our application is nonrigid fluid metal. It is difficult to describe a weld pool shape by regular landmark based methods, even though the weld pool boundary is indeed represented by a set of discrete points, i.e., a first-order spline. An alternative discussion on spline-based curve comparison can also be found in [6].

In this work, a measurement based on representing all of the points in a polar coordinate system \((r, \theta)\), as shown in Fig. 10, is proposed. The pole is selected at the tip of the welding wire. It is convenient because the position of the welding wire tip in the image plane keeps unchanged due to the fact the camera is mounted to the welding torch. The polar axis is determined as along the welding wire, see the red ray shown in Fig. 10. The resolution of \(\theta\) is determined as 7.2°, i.e., 50 rays in our application. All the control points extracted by an automatic algorithm or manually segmentation will be projected onto the closest ray. We can measure the difference of the shapes by measuring difference of the corresponding radial coordinates, i.e., \((\Delta r_1, \Delta r_2, \ldots, \Delta r_N)\) where \(N\) is the amount of rays. This permits us to generate statistics such as mean and variance to compare two shapes quantitatively. For the evaluation of an algorithm, the accuracy or error can be defined as

\[
\text{Error}_{\text{temporal/spatial}} \equiv \begin{bmatrix} \Delta r_{11} & \Delta r_{12} & \ldots & \Delta r_{1N} \\ \Delta r_{21} & \Delta r_{22} & \ldots & \Delta r_{2N} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \Delta r_{T1} & \Delta r_{T2} & \ldots & \Delta r_{TN} \end{bmatrix}
\] (24)

where \(T\) denotes the number of frames, and \(N\) denotes the number of control points. A box plot computed in each row indicates how errors are distributed in each frame, i.e., the spatial error distribution. A box plot computed in each column indicates how errors are distributed at each control point, i.e., the
temporal error distribution. The spatial-temporal error distributions are used in evaluating a welding pool boundary tracking approach in this article.

Fig. 10 gives an example of manually segmenting a weld pool boundary and representing all the points in a polar coordinate system \((r, \theta)\). The resolution of the polar angle \(\theta\) is 7.2°, i.e., 50 rays. The polar axis is indicated in a red line segment. The rays are marked in green. The landmark-like points which are extracted manually and describe the weld pool boundary are marked in red circles.

D. Results

Before presenting and discussing the results of the proposed algorithm, as an intuitive comparison, we show the result of segmenting a weld pool image using the Chan–Vese model which can detect object boundaries not necessarily defined by gradient [13].

Fig. 11 shows the result. The initial curve is marked in red. The final result is marked in green curves. It can be seen that the CV model failed to extract the weld pool boundary.

Recall that thanks to the periodic characteristic of short-circuit GMAW, quantitative comparison has been done on the frames which were captured in a few periods of short-circuit arc welding. We manually segmented a series of frames in the experiment 1 and 2 and then compared the weld pool boundaries extracted by the proposed approach to the manually segmented boundaries. The results of testing the proposed approach are presented in Figs. 12–14.

Fig. 12 shows a few tracking results from both experiments. The initial contours are marked in red circles and the final contours are marked in green curves. It can be seen that the final results agree with the weld pool boundary very well. In Figs. 13 and 14, we also plotted boxplots along each, temporal or spatial, dimension. It can be observed that the medians of both the temporal and spatial errors are around 1 ~ 2 pixels with a few exceptions which are less than 10 pixels. As we discussed previously, due to the vagueness of the weld pool boundary in some cases, these exceptions are reasonable and acceptable. We can conclude that the proposed algorithm agrees with the welding expert inspection very well in both experiment 1 and 2.

Finally, we present a figure where all of the extracted weld pools are plotted in the image domain in a sequence with a predefined simulated shift in the X-axis in Fig. 15 to serve as an intuitive illustration. The similarity between the resulting figure and the real weld beads can be observed. More tracking results can be found in Fig. 16.

E. Run-Time Analysis

The proposed approach consists of two stages: the off-line training and the on-line running. The time complexity of the two phases are \(O(T_h n_f n_p^2)\) and \(O(n_c n_f)\) respectively, where \(T_h\) is the number of hypotheses, \(n_f\) is the number of features, \(n_c\) is the number of classes, \(n_f\) is the number of the active contour iteration, and \(n_p\) is the number of the active contour control points.
In practice, we implemented both phases in MATLAB except for computing the Haralick feature which is implemented in C++. In off-line training, two crucial features which convey most discriminant information were selected and a naive Bayes classifier based on these two features were built. Computing the Haralick feature contrast on a 200 × 200 weld pool image costs around 7 ms on a regular desktop PC which has Intel i7 CPU and 4G RAM. It is worth noting that the usual way of computing Haralick features is to compute gray-level co-occurrence matrix first, but this is extremely inefficient in our application for two reasons: 1) we are interested in contrast only and 2) when computing a gray-level co-occurrence matrix around a pixel, only a few neighboring pixels are involved and the resulting co-occurrence matrix is therefore extremely sparse. Therefore, the Haralick feature is calculated directly according to its equation in our application. The feature-selective AdaBoost took less than one second. Since the off-line training needs to be done only once, the total processing time is not a major concern.

For on-line running, the active contour cost around one second for a typical weld pool frame in non-optimized MATLAB code. For real time applications, if implemented efficiently in C or C++, real-time performance is achievable.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a solution to the weld pool visual tracking problem. An active contour has been extended with an application-dependent prior term. We regard the prior as a classification problem and model this using feature selective AdaBoost. This approach boosts the speed of the tracking approach and facilitates a real-world application. The reported experiments verify the proposed method. The proposed method also gives suggestions to other applications on the importance of integrating application-dependent prior to reject disturbances or noises, and provides an exemplar way of representing the prior as an AdaBoost classifier. Other applications can even involve examples in medical image processing such as boundary extraction of echocardiographic images, beyond industrial applications of 2-D and 3-D weld pool sensing, etc. For further works, more experiments will be needed to estimate the performance in real world welding applications. Moreover, we will investigate the possibility of adaptively determining the parameters of the proposed active contour using heuristics such as evolutionary algorithms.
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